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There's no place like (The Philadelphia Protestant) Home
Ted and Carol Cherrington have
been PPH family for many years.
Ted was PPH’s Director of Safety
and Security for a few years in the
late 1990s and Carol has been
PPH’s Volunteer Coordinator since
1998.
When they decided to move from
their nearby home to a senior living
community, the choice was easy.
“I couldn’t think of anywhere else
I wanted to go,” Carol said.
The Cherringtons moved into
the Lawndale Manor building in
2016 — Ted moved to Pathways last
October.
“You sometimes live with the
people you work with more than
the people you live with. I did everything but sleep here anyway,” Carol
laughed.
Carol has always enjoyed working with volunteers and has made
many friends over the years, most
notably June Wodowski and Bob
Rudolph, the latter who she discovered is a distant relative!
“I just enjoy being with the residents. This is definitely my second
family,” she said.
While Carol is a current employee,
there are many former employees
who made the move to the commu-

From left to right: Phil DeHennis, Carol and Ted Cherrington, and Robert Andres, all residents who worked (or currently work) at PPH.
nity after retiring.
You can find them delivering mail,
catching up with old friends or just
going for a walk and popping their
heads into offices to say hello.
Phil DeHennis and Robert Andres
are the two you are most likely to
come across.
Phil lives in Gateway Manor with
his wife, Betty. He worked the night
shift in the Security department for
17 years.
"When I started, they only had five
people working security, now they
have about 30 people," he said.
When he retired in 2006, he figured it was the last he would see of
PPH.
“But guess what, here I am again,”
he said when he and Betty decided
to move from the neighborhood
they lived in since 1953.
Robert Andres worked at PPH

from 1997 to 2018. He was the Vice
President of Guest Relations and
Hospitality, overseeing Materials
Management, Dining Services, Life
Enrichment, and Health & Wellness.
“I loved my job.” he said.
Robert ran PPH's consulting
company, "developing protocols,
procedures and training in a variety
of areas for a few other senior living
communities.
He credits Lisa Burke, Dave
Hughes and Daphne Floyd as staff
instrumental to the successes of
the group, and also alludes to working alongside Cindy Faillace and
Thomasine Chapman of Materials
Management.
Robert moved into PPH last October.
"I felt like I was going home," he
said.
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Reflections
We are in partnership with God.
This partnership provides support
and it also makes demands on us.
The Spirit empowers us to take
initiative and responsibility, and to
act for the good. When we demonize
others, by projecting evil onto our enemies of different races, nationalities,
socio-economic levels, or religions,
that tempts us to deny the evil that
results from our own attitudes and
actions. That doesn’t mean we should
excuse the evil that people do. Honesty and accountability are vital, but
most of the time, the devil we have to
challenge is the one who lives in us,
constantly diverting, distracting, and
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The Alpha Manor resident had a
fall early on and ended up spending
a few weeks in Pathways. He noted
that the time he spent in PPH’s rehab area opened him up to certain
aspects of the community he was
not familiar with.
“When I was in Pathways for a
week and a half, I went to their
Halloween party, sat in on a Bingo
game, did arts and crafts, wore tiger
ears. [When I worked here] I never
allowed myself the joy of just doing
simple things like that, that would
have brought me pleasure,” he said.
“I should have allowed myself that

Pastor Jack Price - PPH Director of Pastoral Ministries

offering an easier way.
The temptation that faces all of us
is to settle for a lesser way, a lighter
faith, a way that does not require a
fundamental commitment. But genuine faith does require such a commitment, as Jesus taught his disciples: “If
any want to become my followers, let
them deny themselves and take up
their cross and follow me” (Mark 8:34
NRSV); that this is actually the way to
abundant life.
Evil is real with or without a devil.
Hell is a reality in this life regardless of
any experience of it after death. The
power of evil is present in our land
and in our world. The way of faith in-

vites us to resist evil in the world and
in own lives because evil can never be
destroyed. God's Spirit works through
us and in us to transform evil into
good. The invitation of faith, as you
live and work in the world, is to follow
the Spirit. Shine the light of love in the
darkest places of injustice and inequity. Replace the pain of despair with
the passion of hope. The promise is
that we can discover the opportunity
and the challenge to grow into that
greater self, and that greater community we can become.
May God bless us as we journey
together.

mental break to enjoy some simple
things.”
He said that being on the other
side is interesting, and even had a
good laugh with a few staff members while he was filling out paperwork a few months ago.
"I created some of these documents; now I’m getting to see them
and sign them,” he said.
When Jim Gallagher decided to
make the move to a senior living
community, PPH was the obvious
choice.
“I was a local kid, raised up on
Disston and Bingham,” he said.
A Gateway Manor resident, Jim

worked in the
Maintenance
department for
several years.
“We had really great people
when I worked
Jim Gallagher
here,” he said,
noting that the
staff and residents today are just as
excellent.
He has been living at PPH for
more than 20 years, and says that
he plans to be here for awhile.
“I tell people that I’m thinking of
staying,” he laughed.

New Residents
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ing from the Kensington section of
Philadelphia. She belongs to the Ethical
Society. Sylvia grew up in Drexel Hill, Pa.
and graduated from Upper Darby High
School. She attended Lankenau Hospital
School of Nursing, received her Bachelor's at Eastern College, received her Master's at Yale
University, and worked as a nurse practitioner.
Sylvia has three children, six grandchildren, and
one great-grandchild. She enjoys gardening and
reading, and is a peace and justice activist. She mentions that she'd like to be a good troublemaker in
honor of John Lewis, the recently deceased congressman largely known for his role in the civil rights
movement.

★ Margaret Slusarczyk moved to Lawndale Manor
from the Holmesburg section of Philadelphia. She is
Roman Catholic and belongs to St. Dominic's Church.
Margaret grew up in the Frankford
section of the city and graduated from
Little Flower High School. She worked in
catering for many years and as a nanny.
She has six children, four boys and two
girls; 12 grandchildren; and four greatgrandchildren. She enjoys playing cards,
reading and watching TV. Margaret says she's happy
to be at PPH, and that staff and fellow residents have
been friendly.
★ Sylvia Metzler moved to the Alpha Manor build-
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Stories behind some words and phrases we use
By Lawrence H. Geller
Alpha Manor resident
Have you ever thought about the
origins of words commonly used in
our language?
If so, you know how fascinating
such discoveries can be. If not,
then the stories behind the words
and expressions you are about to
read will enrich your understanding
of our language, and perhaps stir
some of you to seek out the origins
of your favorite expressions from
time to time.
Here we go.
BLOOMERS - The creator of that
garment of femininity was one
Elizabeth Miller Smith. However, it
was not to be that her creation was
called "smithers." That distinction

went to the lady who did so much to
popularize them — both by wearing them and writing about them
— and that was none another than
Mrs. Amelia Jenks Bloomer.
SODA JERK(er) - The counterman behind the soda fountain who
prepares your favorite drink "jerks"
the handle of the dispenser towards
him to produce the soda and, thus,
was labeled the "soda jerk." It stuck.
BURY THE HATCHET - Credit for
this expression come from some of
our Native American tribes. It was
the custom to declare peace after
a war by taking a war hatchet or
tomahawk and ceremonially burying it.
(If only we had used that custom
and stuck with it in our relationship
with them.)
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Only true PPH historians will
know that Carol Altimari of Lawndale Manor worked at PPH. From
1973 to 1979, she worked as an evening supervisor in Personal Care.
She lived about a mile away (behind
Crest Theatre), often walking to
and from work when she worked
day shift.
At the end of her night shift, she
would check the temperature of
the refrigerator and freezer and
would take leftover soup to Trinity
Oxford Church.
Jim Gallagher also referenced the
community’s relationship with the
church on Oxford and Longshore,
one of America’s oldest churches.
“The women’s group at the time
would make up a big pot of soup,”
he said, and through the church,
donate it to people in need.
Many years passed, and then in
2015, Carol began looking at senior
living communities. She visited
about a dozen different places, and
decided the answer was PPH.
“It’s the best gig in town," she
said.
She has volunteered in the library

Carol Altimari

Natalie Hardiman

(Alpha Manor resident Darrah
Degnan says that Carol is a bibliophile — a person who has a great
love for books), as a cashier in the
cafeteria, and makes blankets for
St. Christopher’s Hospital and a
local hospice She was also a floor
rep, a resident delegate on the PPH
board, Vice President of the Auxiliary and led the prayer breakfast for
a year.
“All without having to put on my
coat and get in my car and drive,”
she laughs.
One more resident who worked
at PPH in the 1970s is Alpha Manor
resident Natalie Hardiman. Natalie
worked at PPH as a nurse’s aide
from 1974 to 1978. She returned in
1995, landing a job in the Human
Resources department as a recruiter.
“I loved coming to work. Never
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BACK UP - We often use this
when a person who becomes stubborn and angry is said to "get his/
her back up." Why? It is the allusion
to the attitude of a cat when angry
— it not only raises its hair, but also
arches its back.
COROLLA - Did you ever think
about why the name of one of the
most popular Japanese cars in the
U.S. for over the 40 years came to be
called a Corolla? Well, it's a tradition
of the Toyota company to use the
name crown for its primary models.
Corolla is Latin for a small crown;
Corona is Latin for crown (regular
size), and Camry is the anglicized
pronunciation of crown in Japanese, Kanmun.
GOODBYE - A shortening of the
phrase, "God be with ye."
had a day I dreaded,” she said.
Natalie retired in 2005, but came
back very shortly thereafter as a
part-time assistant in Pastoral Care.
She ended up sticking around for 10
years, fully retiring in 2015.
But even her complete retirement
was not a final goodbye to PPH.
She moved to the community in
2018. Like others, familiarity with
the outside neighborhood was a
factor, but she loved various aspects of PPH, specifically the community’s faith-based mission.
“I have great confidence that all
of us will be taken care of,” she said.
Her two daughters worked in Dining Services while attending school;
both went on to become nurses.
One daughter, Patty, worked at PPH
for 13 years.
One of the many things that
make PPH special are the relationships that are built. These could be
through becoming neighbors, finding those with common interests,
or just through striking up conversation in the halls.
“You make friends here that you
would have never made in a different environment,” Natalie said.

Grab and Go
PPH held Grab and
Go's for Independent
Living residents.
Our Life Enrichment
and Activities team
served soft pretzels
and beer on July 22.
On Aug. 5, burgers,
hot dogs, apples,
corn on the cob and
water were served.

Pathways Butterfly Release
Pathways
held a butterfly release
earlier this
summer. From
left to right:
Doris Kramer,
Robert Cleary,
Magdalena
Nemes, and
Louise Rauch.

		

Volunteer of the Month
Wallace Strassman

For volunteer
of the month
nominations,
contact Carol
Cherrington at
8027 or ccherrington@pphfamily.org.

Congratulations go out to Wallace (Wally) Strassmann, who is the “Volunteer of the Month” for
September. Wally and his wife Marcella have lived
in Gateway Manor since 2015. Since then, Wally has
been volunteering as an in-house package deliverer.
He can be seen delivering packages to our independent residents and always with a smile. Thanks Wally,
for always being dependable. You are an asset to our
Volunteer Program.
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Residents showcase 'phenomenal' talents
PPH recorded a talent show that
will be scheduled to air on the
community's in-house TV in early
or mid September. (Check the inhouse TV schedule that's inserted
into this publication for dates and
times.)
Lucille Hite set the tone for the
show with "Phenomenal Woman,"
a poem by Maya Angelou.
Six other phenomenal women,
as well as two talented men, followed her:
Carol Drummond sang "Summertime," accompanied by Patricia
Coyne on piano.
Audrey Alston belted out "The
Impossible Dream."
Carol Evans read two satirical
stories.
Marge Sexton rapped "Alexander
Hamilton" from "Hamilton."

From left to right: Jim Walker plays the trumpet, Bernadette CroninGeller and Lawrence H. Geller perform a song, and Audrey Alston sings.
PPH's Talent Show will be airing on one of the community's in house TV
channels in early or mid September.
Bernadette Cronin-Geller did
a comedy routine and also performed the song "Side by Side" with
her husband Lawrence.
Jim Walker played "A Trumpeter's
Lullaby," also accompanied on
piano by Patricia Coyne.
If interested in participating

in a potential second talent show,
please contact Kathy Nucero at
8505 or knucero@pphfamily.org.
Talents may include: singing,
dancing, rapping, poetry, storytelling, juggling, magic tricks, a short
skit or stand-up comedy routine,
among many other possibilities.

Show off your masks/Display your collections
Alpha resident June Wikoff not
only has a unique mask that she
proudly wears, she also has her
angel collection on display! Right,
are just a few of the many angels
on display next to Scoops.
If you are a PPH resident or staff
member wearing a unique mask,
be sure to send us a photo or ask
REACH editor Mike Berman to take
your photo. He can be reached at
8003 or mberman@pphfamily.org.
If interested in putting your collection on display, call Kathy Nucero

		

at 8505 or knucero@pphfamily.org.
When checking out the collec-

Employee of the Month
Janice Aouta

tions on display,
make sure to
take a copy of
Gateway Manor
resident Mike
Fesnak's baseball article.

For employee of the
month nominations,
contact Janice Aouta at
8193 or jaouta@pphfamily.org.
Note: Janice was
nominated and chosen
as the Employee of the
Month by the Human
Resources staff.

Janice joined the Human Resources department a
little more than a year ago, and what an impact she has
made! Her numerous responsibilities center around
management of our many employee benefit programs.
She takes on these responsibilities with efficiency and
close attention to detail. Her pleasant disposition works
so well with staff, and she’s always willing to pitch in
when and where needed. Janice is a wonderful addition
to Team HR and we are blessed to have her!
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'Grateful' residents recognize an Angel
PPH would like to
congratulate its newest
Guardian Angel, PPH
Auxiliary President and
Lawndale Manor resident Patricia Coyne!
Patricia was recognized by a group of
residents of Gateway
Manor.
“Our Angel shines
and sparkles. You are
immediately aware of
her unlimited, positive energy. She feels
grateful to be able to
share her many talents A group of residents from Gateway Manor recognized Patricia Coyne (second from
with us, never taking right) for her hard work and dedication to the PPH community.
credit for herself.
er or other staff member (or in this
play 2-3 days a week. Check your
We want her to know how gratecase, a special resident) who made
bulletin boards for an up-to-date
ful we are in her efforts on our
a difference in your life or the life of schedule.)
behalf. This Angel is known to her
a loved one.
To learn how you can make a
Gateway friends as Patricia Coyne."
Patricia has also been playing the Guardian Angel gift in honor of a
– Gateway residents
piano for residents many evenings
special PPH employee or caregiver,
A Guardian Angel donation is a
on PPH TV. (Family visits will conor to view PPH's other Guardian
meaningful way to express your
tinue to occupy the Social Hall in
Angels, visit pphfamily.org/giving/
gratitude for a special PPH caregiv- the evenings, but she still plans to
guardian-angel-giving/.

Treats for Chapters

Chapters residents Lydia Waas and
Peg Zeltner enjoy the special treat
from Twistee Treats.
PPH would like to thank Twistee Treats, through the EBOD Foundation, for donating ice cream sundae party
kits to our Chapters residents and staff on Friday, July 24. Paul Corbett of Twistee Treats, a Mayfair ice cream
shop, supplied and delivered the ice cream. Paul is pictured above with Director of Sales and Marketing Shannon Grieb and Chapters Life Enrichment Supervisor Debbie Andrews.
EBOD Foundation supports research for a cure for Dementia/ Alzheimer's as well as helping veterans and
young people succeed. For more information, visit https://www.ebodfoundation.com/
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NEWS BRIEFS AND EVENTS:
Keeping families informed: PPH
has created a private portal for family members of our residents. This
portal will be utilized for all updates
that pertain to COVID-19. Since this
portal is password protected, have
your family or Power of Attorney's
email portal@pphfamily.org for the
password. This portal is only available
to families and Power of Attorney of
PPH residents, and each update is
posted on PPH's bulletin boards.
How you can help: To meet the
challenge COVID-19 presents, both
today and in the future, additional
financial resources are needed to
support our operations and the direct care staff who work so diligently
to care for our residents. Please
consider making a gift today.
Your generosity serves the PPH
mission to provide quality care in a
safe and comfortable environment,
particularly during these unprecedented times.
To donate, visit our website:
https://pphfamily.org/giving/donate/
Campus-Wide Wi-Fi: Unfortunately,
due to COVID-19, PPH is unable to
safely hold the Gala this year in-person or online. Yet, we still need your
help! Nearly 30% of total contributions raised each year comes from
our annual Gala. We thank you, our
generous sponsors and donors, for
this support.
The COVID-19 pandemic has been
trying for the entire world, and PPH is
no different. While social distancing
has shown to help prevent infection,
it also can be tied to feelings of loneliness and social isolation.
This is why keeping residents
virtually engaged with friends and
family, and active in life enrichment
programs, educational classes, and
worship services that are streamed
online are critical to their overall
health and well-being.
With additional access points and
updated wiring, PPH can enable every resident access to strong, reliable
wireless internet in every apartment

Photo by Marge Sexton

PPH's beautiful koi fish pond.

Rainbow over Lawndale Manor,
Aug. 13.

and every corner of the campus. To
support this critical need – PPH is
launching the Campus-Wide Wi-Fi
Fundraising Campaign.
A robust technology infrastructure
throughout the PPH campus is the
building block for enhanced communications, resident programming, and
improved operations.
Information about the campaign
and how you can help will be sent to
residents by Director of Development
Deanna Keough (8586) in the Fall.
* Independent Living family visits:
PPH opened the campus on July 23
to visitors, but with certain limitations and guidelines.
* Nursing family visits: We continue to monitor and follow the regulations mandated by the Department
of Health on when and how we can
open our campus to visitors.
* Personal Care family visits: A
tentative date of Aug. 27 is planned
for visitations. Families will receive a
letter with details.
* Prospective Residents: PPH is
now booking in-person tours. If you
know someone interested in learning
more about PPH and scheduling a
visit, have them give us a call at 215697-8086 or email info@pphfamily.org.
PPH Auxiliary: The August meeting
of the PPH Auxiliary was conducted
via PPH channel 57 with updates on
finances, activities, and fundraising.
Membership is open to all residents
and staff (only $5/year!) to support
gratitude and benevolent care activities and donations. For membership
info, contact a member or Patricia

Coyne at extension 8403.
Guest speaker, Director of Recreation Therapy Ginny Maciocha
shared information on the joys
and challenges of entertaining and
developing activities for Pathways
residents as they safely sequester
in their rooms during the pandemic.
Suggestions were shared how the
Auxiliary can support these and additional activities for our PPH Family
members in Pathways.
Although Dot's Closet is still not
open, items are available for sale to
individuals as requested. (See members or Patricia Coyne)
All in-person Auxiliary activities
have been canceled until further
notice.
Library: Closed until further
notice. If you would like assistance
setting up an account to receive reading materials, contact Carol Altimari.
Wellness Center: Closed until
further notice.
Patriot Day: On Sept. 11 at 11 a.m.
on channel 4, we will have a broadcast of our Flag Raising Ceremony as
a mark of respect to those who died
on Sept. 11, 2001.
ROCK: PPH's yearly employee training institute is back in session, twice
a month on Wednesdays. If you are a
PPH employee who has not attended
ROCK training in 2020, please contact Human Resources Administrative Assistant Cathy Gephart (8221)
to set up a date to attend.
* If at any point we have a resurgence of positive cases, we may be
forced back to tighter restrictions.

Photo by Shannon Grieb
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Be prepared for Election Day
Election Day is two months away — Tuesday, Nov. 3
— but due to COVID-19 and mail-in-voting, PPH wants
to make sure that every resident who plans to vote is
informed on the voting process, and not scrambling in
late October or early November to figure out how to
vote.
Monday, Oct. 19 is the last day to register to vote
before the November election. You may check your
voter registration status by calling the Philadelphia
Voter Registration Office at 215-686-1590. If you need
assistance with your voter registration please contact
Bill Conaway (8194).
PPH will NOT be a polling location for the General
Election on Tuesday, Nov. 3.
We are strongly encouraging all PPH residents to use
a mail-in ballot to cast their vote. All applications for a
mail-In ballot MUST be received by the County Board
of Elections no later than 5 p.m. on Tuesday, Oct. 27.
Postmarks are NOT honored; applications must be in
the office before the deadline. The website to register

Top types of fraud
committed against
seniors citizens

While even the most astute person can be tricked into a fraudulent
scheme, senior citizens are typically the most susceptible. Here are
the top 10 types of fraud committed
against senior citizens.
1. IRS Impersonation Scams
2. Sweepstakes Scams
3. Robocalls/Unwanted Phone
Calls
4. Computer Scams
5. Elder Financial Abuse
6. Grandparent Scams (Imposters
pretending to be grandchildren,
usually claiming to be in trouble
and with an urgent need for money)
7. Romance Scams
8. Government Grant Scams

is votesPA.com/ApplyMailBallot
All completed Mail-In Ballots MUST be RECEIVED
by the County Board of Elections no later than 8 p.m.
on the day of the election, Tuesday, Nov. 3. Postmarks
are NOT honored. Return all completed paper applications, ballots, and any additional required documents
to:
Philadelphia County Board of Elections,
City Hall Room 142
1400 John F Kennedy Blvd
Philadelphia, PA 19107
PPH will be airing an informercial on voting at 4 p.m.
on Sept. 1, 2, and 3, on PPH in-house channel 4.
There will also be an infomercial on filling out a mailin-ballot that will be airing in October.
There is a two-sided flyer inserted in this issue of
REACH with more information.
For any questions, please contact Director of Community Relations Bill Conaway (8194,
wconaway@pphfamily.org).

9. Counterfeit Check Scams
10. Identity Theft

What should you do?
(And what should you not do?)

• Medicare and Social Security
will not call you to ask for your bank
information or SSN
• There will never be a fee charged
to obtain a SS card or Medicare
card.
• Never give out personal or bank
account informationover the phone.
• Sensitive personal and financial
documents should be kept secure
at all times.
• Throw away foreign lottery mail.
• Do not pay for anything over the
phone.
• Never wire money.
• Never agree to cash a check.
• Be cautious on dating sites.
• Ask questions that only you

know the answer.
• You can not trust all family
members.
• Never give anyone control of
your computer.
• Do not rely on caller ID.
• Never give tech support a credit
card number.
• Keep your anti–virus software
up-to-date.
• Block foreign phone numbers.
IRS agent will never demand immediate payment, credit card, or
threaten you.
• If it is too good to be real, then it
is fraud!
For more information, contact
Director of Safety and Security Ted
Cannon (8045 or tcannon@pphfamily.org). For printouts on fighting
fraud, contact Mike Berman (8003
or mberman@pphfamily.org)

THE PPH MISSION
Guided by Christian values, the mission of The Philadelphia Protestant Home
is to provide a caring senior living community that affords its residents
the opportunity to achieve their highest possible quality of life.
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